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thoroughly, continually (compare Sanskrit dardJii/a-); deshun
or fUsJiwi) to see {*drfyati); cedun or cerun, to mount; gatun
ox go/run^ to form; /iyitdu (mod, JiynTu), the gullet; muclun or
munm^ to triturate; padun or j»w«m to recite; r#//a or w-m,
bad habits.
Here also we may draw attention to the well-known fact
that Kashmiri has no cerebral n. A dental u is always
substituted for it. Thus, Skr. Mna-9 one-eyed, is represented
by Ksh. konu. This n, representing* an original n, Lalla has
cKanged to a dental r in the form koru. Finally, in this
connexion, we have a modern dental I represented by Lalla's
dental r in her c/ior^ for c&ill, a waterfall
The modern language shows a tendency to insert a w before
a long a in the first syllable of a word. So, Lalla has gwali
(modern gdJi), illumination ; gCirun or gwarnn, to search ; and
ms or swd$) ashes.
We have interchange of d and s in wndun or wuzun^ to
awake from sleep".A
Declension.—Substantives and Adjectives*—Kashmiri has
four declensions, viz. (1) a masculine a-declension; (2) a
masculine ^-declension; (3) a feminine 7-declension; and
(4) a feminine ^-declension* This is the general explanation
of the forms involved, and is a good representation of the
present state of affairs, but from the point of view of origin it
is not quite accurate. The true grouping* would be to class
the second and third declensions as ^-suffix-declensions, and
the first and fourth as non-^-suffix declensions. All nouns
in the first and second declensions are masculine, and all those
in the third and fourth are feminine. Some of the nouns of
the fourth declension have really Abases, and what distin-
guishes them from nouns of the third declension is not that
they follow an ^-declension—which they do not—but that they
had no original yfez-suffix.
For the sake of simplicity, I take the non->fo-suffix nouns
first, and begin with the first, or masculine, declension* This
1 The letter dli becomes z beforey. Wuzl probably < budhyate, while
busi, he hears, < bodhyate.

